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What I’ve Learned from Black Culture

Every year, February rolls around making everyone wonder what the hell kind of parties do you throw in honor of Black
History Month? Unlike normal holidays, this certain celebration lasts longer than one day, similar to Chaunuka, only no black
person could ever afford presents for every day of the month. Actually, no presents are exchanged at all, which definitely lowers the
status of the holiday. Consequently, most people don’t give a shit about Black History Month and upon asking the average white
person, one would find out it’s kind of an underground thing. However, BHM, as they call it, is quickly growing a following due to
recent social changes within the country, enough so that it should finally get acknowledgement. This raises the ultimate question:
how can it be twisted as an excuse to get shit-housed? Now my friends, one must dwell on the people and events that helped invent
such a miserable calendar side note, as well as appreciate everything they have taught whitey along the way. For instance, I never leave my shit unlocked, my ho’s unslapped, and my stash out. Also, I have learned that the police are not actually my friends and they should fornicate amongst each other, as the song so blatantly states.
Perhaps I’m getting a little vague; I can remember five valuable lessons thus far that has gotten me through living in a city where you can’t shout “NIGGER!” in the
mall as loud as you want (if searching to do so, check many northern states, as well as leaving coastal regions).
1) First off, black people love to dance. They also like to invent new dances, just in case the last dance style is catching on.
It’s all about looking more stupid than the others. Dance styles must include thorough instructions on how to do the new dance, otherwise black listeners will explode from confusion. Comparisons to animals such as birds and monkeys are common, but the minute you
say ‘foxtrot’, you’re shanked. This goes for Black girls as well, since they need to know exactly where and when to bend over. Some
Blacks have taken dancing even further by infusing noise to dancing through stomping, yelling, and ass-clapping, since it’s all about
attracting as much negative attention as possible.
2) That brings us to number two: black people love to be loud. They also love to share their opinions on every little thing
that is said by professors, football announcers, and church preachers. By doing so, everyone around them is able to know their opinion
just in case you were secretly dying to know. Once you know the extremity of loud noises associated, it is easier to assume that in the
midst of an argument, the black person will simply shout louder than you in order to win. Movie theaters and restaurants need to be
chosen wisely in order to have a pleasant evening, but this can usually be determined based on the surrounding neighborhood.
3) On another note, black people love to make fun of whitey, as well they should. Cracking jokes at whitey’s expense
makes affirmative action seem not so pathetic. Hell, most black comedians aim their whole career at whitey, whether through mock or
imitation. The imitation part is the icing on the cake: it stands for the few rare moments
when black people shed their lowly vernacular in order to show the world they could act
and talk like everyone else if they only wanted to. Thank you Dave Chappelle for confirming this. Although sometimes with smite, black people will continue to diss whitey.
They just don’t know that when they tie a joke into it, whitey just giggles and revels in
superiority.
4) An obvious lesson is the lesson of the black cock. Black men love to talk about their bigass cock, especially
in rap songs. Now I’m no certified scientist, fuck I’m not a certified anything, but I’m pretty sure that not all black men
were blessed with an abnormally above average-sized schlong. Despite this simple sleuthing, black men are trying to
convince the world they are the leaders in cock. They even come up with elaborate comparisons in order to get the point
acrossed to the rest of the races. Some would call it romantic, but most call it fucking lying. There’s always a runt in the
group. Unfortunately, I’ve had absolutely no case studies within my lifetime, so research on this particular life lesson has
been labeled ‘inconclusive’.
5) Lastly, black people love to gossip. If anyone could sit their ass down and survive the first hour of Barbershop, they would truly understand the extremity of retarded bullshit that goes through a black person’s mind. It seems that
every time I come across a black person, their always getting into other people’s business, as if needing to know what other people do will somehow make their life
seem better in comparison. And, like old people, they always mention anything wrong with their bodies, usually in the back or knee region. If only your ancestors could
hear you complain...
Other lessons have subtly made their way into my subconcious, but most seem to be on an individual basis and not worthy of generalization. With all these
lessons in mind, I now know what I must do to celebrate such a great month: loudly dance while boasting about my big dick than make fun of myself later as I gossip
about it. Or, I could play drink the beer. I always win... -ed.
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It’s February at SDSU which means love is in the air, along with lots of pollution, various STD’s, and the occasional spliff. School has started once again and to no surprise, nobody gives a shit. Below here are the Top 5’s to help
remind you of why you as well don’t give a shit either. Just remember here at the Koala, we are big supporters of love.
We just also support hate, so fuck off if you don’t approve.

Top 5 Valentine Gifts For Her:
1. Birth control
2. Fresh manscape
3. Chocolate-covered semen
4. A detailed list why daddy didn’t love her
5. Non-stop oral
Top 5 Valentine Gifts For Him:
1. Your sister
2. Sweedish-made penis enlarger
3. Cialis
4. Shutting the hell up
5. More anal
Top 5 Ways To Induce Labor:
1. KY wrestling
2. Bungee jumping
3. Hot dog eating contest
4. SlipNslide
5. 69ing
Top 5 Uses For a Leftover Jackhammer:
1. Anything in a china shop
2. Anything with a newborn
3. Battle someone on a pogo-stick
4. Throw it at retards
5. Turn it on only when she speaks
Top 5 Things To Donate To Haiti:
1. Skin bleach
2. A shit load of Duct Tape
3. Nate Kaeding
4. The Jews
5. Chickens to sacrifice
6. Hate

Top 5 Reasons to Leave Your Baby in the Car
Without Cracked Windows:
1. Abortions were too expensive
2. The baby’s 3 weeks old and already becoming a little bitch
3. Better to have a baby and kill it than to kill a
baby and have it
4. If the windows are cracked, someone could
easily steal your iPod
5. Dead babies aren’t welcome in public
Top 5 Ways to Blow One Million Dollars:
1. At a midgets-only strip club
2. Wall-papering your house with panda fur
3. 3 SDSU sweatshirts from the bookstore
4. Attempting a fun-filled weekend buying only
legal things
5. With a blow torch and/or a giant fan
Top 5 Things to do With a Bag of Poop:
1. Show-n-tell
2. Plant a poop tree
3. DZ’s doorstep

4. Donate it to Haiti
5. Invest it wisely, and you might end up with
1.03 bags of poop
Top 5 Animals Left Off of Noah’s Arc:
1. Jews
2. Narwals
3. John Belushi
4. Hobbits
5. Kirk Cameron

Top 5 Places For a Spontaneous Orgasm:
1. At the drive-thru
2. Chuck E. Cheese’s
3. Sex Ed class
4. Trying to get into the bar when you’re underage
5. Hillcrest
Top 5 Things To Do in an SDSU Zip Car:
1. Turn it into a private masturbation booth
2. Host a booze cruise
3. Drive from Zura to UT
4. Pickup Craigslist hookers
5. Escape over the border
Top 5 Moments In Black History:
1. The minute the chicken fell into the fryer
2. “Baby Got Back”
3. The invention of the cotton gin
4. The time Tiger Woods fucked all the white
bitches
5. FUBU clothing line starts
Top 5 Reasons Blacks Have a History Month:
1. They started this gangsta shit and this tha
mothafuckin thanks they get
2. Help them remember the white man always
has the power
3. L.A. couldn’t handle another riot
4. Baby steps toward a full semester of history
class like the rest of us
5. To give other minorities hope of one day
having their own
Top 5 Minorities at SDSU:
1. An Alpha Phi without herpes
2. A girl who can give a decent hand job
3. Someone who doesn’t dip their blunts in
Codeine (thanks, Health Services)
4. A president who doesn’t waste school funds
5. Anyone who doesn’t read the Koala
Top 5 Ways To Tell Your Boner is Going Soft:
1. It springs a leak
2. A loud hissing noise
3. She stops gagging
4. It just can’t bust criminals like it used to
5. You can think with your head again

Top 5 Beard Uses:
1. Flavor saver
2. Shower loofa
3. Pubic compensation
4. Hiding your herpes
5. Protection against your girlfriend who
doesn’t shave
Top 5 Excuses For Red Eyes:
1. Wanted to give your eyes a tan
2. Your face makes me cry
3. Anti-Clear Eyes
4. Money shot gone awry
5. Jaundice
Top 5 Fantasies Cupid Spanks It To:
1. Anal arrows
2. A diaper change
3. Divorce
4. Black cock
5. Finally losing his V-day card
Top 5 Candy Heart Sayings
1. SUCK NOW
2. IM GAY
3. MILF
4. BOOBS
5. ASS ME
6. I 8 UR MOM
7. GOT RAPE?
8. I HAVE SYPH
Top 5 Ways To Fuck A Midget
1. In a suitcase
2. With your pinky
3. On the giant cross in front of his frat
4. Over the rainbow
5. With a midget penis

Top 5 Weaknesses Of The Koala Super-Hero:
1. Sobriety
2. Will confess identity to get into parties
3. Flavored condoms
4. Virgins
5. 70’s porn
6. Coming down
7. Eucalyptus leaves
8. Near-beer
Top 5 Reasons Homeless People Are Like
Dogs:
1. They both shit in your front yard
2. They share the same meals
3. Shock collars are the only way to keep them
in line
4. Neither are allowed on playgrounds
5. The sight of pussy makes them crazy
6. They play dead
7. Neither should breed without intervention
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Second Annual

KOALA RECRUITMENT
MEETING!

Like beer? How bout off-color jokes? Think
you’re funny? Well, we’ll be the judge of that.
Come to California Kabob ONE WEEK FROM
TODAY (Tuesday, Feb. 9th) at 5pm to be able to
meet the finest looking people around who are also
fucking hilarious. Don’t believe us? Tough shit. I
guess you just gotta show up to find out now....
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kick the shit out of

Come one come all to kick the living shit out of the biggest shitfuck
in town: Nate Kaeding. By doing so, he will watch and observe other kicking styles in order to improve the lack of his. Sponsored by Tomlinson and
endorsed by
all San Diegans,
the contest will
continue until
the onset of the
next football
season in which
Kaeding would
hopefully not be
able to wobble
his bitchass anywhere, let alone
a football field.
The winner not
only gets the
glory of flogging
a bitchass, but
a kicker position
as well. Congrats.

Ok people, settle down, settle down...

I know you're all excited, but let me fill
you in on the program: we are going on
the PGA Tour to find the loveliest green course vixens that the
annals of the PGA has to offer!! Whichever girls can pull off
the US OPEN the best will win a spot in this momentous film!
Proceeds from the video will fund the save Tiger's Marriage
fund by paying for way-late couple's counseling and renting a
time machine. (Ha! He wishes! The fool!) If you can shoot or
catch golf balls from or in your vagina, you are a shoe-in for
this epic film! A real legend of
she’s a Bagger Vance, if you will.
Golf cart driving skills are a must!
We ain't walkin! Ho, we flyin! We
want one of every flavor, diversity
is plus! Your mindset will be fucking with the passion and intensity of a NIKE contract stipend! JUST DO
IT! No questions asked, no bars hold! The director you’ll be working with has no patience for primadonna
bullshit! IF you want to make it to the big time you gotta have a sex tape these days! Look at Ray J and
the beatiful Kim Kardashian! Two nobodies before showing off their carnal talent, and now one has
WHO NEEDS A SHAVE?
tail chasing them on TV and one rehearses for her next film with an NFL Superstar at night! Talk
about a step up in social standing! Who wouldn’t want every second of their life and drama broadcasted on TV? Right?? Please respond by calling 1-888-TEE-ME-UP.

Thoughts of the
Average Pro-Bowl
Viewer:

Nobody believes that you guys are excited
about this, ESPN anchor dudes...
If it looks like a pussy and sounds
like a pussy, it probably has a Disney contract.
Did Drew Brees get beat up? What was up with his face?
Peyton Manning said he’s glad he knows he’s got a “real” 			
game to look forward to. That pretty much sums up the Pro Bowl so far...
Are they allowed to tackle? Or run?

SEX MOVE OF THE MONTH:

The Midget
Shish-Kabob
		
To Do:

Search the streets for semi-attractive and
proportional female midgets in order to invite back
for a sausage B-B-Q. Also invite one or more regular sized girls for the feast. When congregrated, see
how many midgets can fit onto your cock by shoving your dick through one hole and out the other.

Who do you think that receiver blew to get the first three 			
passes of the game?
Ok, so they aren’t allowed to sack the QB either. I’m beginning to figure out all the
rules....
I’m so glad Nate Kaeding is out with a groin injury. Do you think some
one managed to kick him in the balls?
Why am I still watching this?
If I was a coach at the Pro Bowl I’d be drunk, too. Have fun, Norv.
You can tell the one or two guys who actually want that extra $13,000 bonus. They’re
the ones making tackles. Don’t worry, you’ve never heard of them...
New idea for a Pro Bowl drinking game: drink every time a defensive
player doesn’t make a tackle they should have. Go!
Shit I’m wasted...

Missed short field goal? I’m having playoff flashbacks....

To Make More Challenging:
See how many can fit on your cock, random
vegetables and fruits encouraged.
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So I’m going for a drive down Montezuma on a Thursday afternoon aiming for pedestrians (10 points for a blonde chick, 25 points for an old person,
			
billion points for a baby carriage), etc. Right as I’m pullin’ for the high score, a cop wails his siren behind me.
PIG: Sir, could you please turn your music down?
This bucket of fucks is obviously not a fan of “I’m a Barbie Girl,” so I oblige.
SHIT STAIN: Do you know why I pulled you over?
Because you’re ugly!!!
ME: No. I do not Mr. Handsome.
COCKSUCKER MCGEE: You were swerving quite a bit back there. You been doing any drinkin’ tonight?
ME: Define “drinking.”
NUT HAIR: Consuming alcohol.
ME: Define “consuming.”
FAILED ABORTION: To swallow and digest.
ME: Awesome! Bonus round! Now define “surreptitious.”
MOOSE KNUCKLE: You mind stepping out of the car?
I stepped straight out. The erection I had been sporting for the past hour was now fully visible and Officer Fuckstein got the best seat in the house. I wore it proud and with a smile.
MAYOR OF TWATVILLE: Jesus Christ, sir! Are you carrying any narcotics on you such as marijuana?
ME: I don’t not not not not not not not not not not not have weed on me.
JOHN HANCOCK SUCKER: Could you please put your hands on the hood of the car and spread your legs apart?
ME: THAT’S WHAT HE SAI-NUTSACK WRINKLE: That’s what he said. Yes. I know, sir. Stay still and please stop giggling.
His hands were gentle yet strong at the same time. I couldn’t help but be reminded of summer camp so long ago. When he stopped feeling me up, he flipped me around and shined the light of
fucking God in my eyes. Then I laughed because I imagined what it would be like to fuck God.
MAN WITH HALF A DICK: Sir, your eyes look a little red. You wanna explain that?
I reacted in the only logical way I could.
CUNT NUGGET: SIR! PUT YOUR PENIS BACK IN YOUR PANTS!
Shit. That didn’t work. And to top it off, my boner fell flat. Time for Plan B.
ME: Officer, have you ever had your heart broken? Well I have! It just so happens my girlfriend of 8 months just dumped me! My eyes are red with tears.
TEARS!!!
I noticed that the Officer of the FLAW (am I right?), flinched for his gun before realizing I was only flailing my arms out of passion.
ME: I loved her. I did everything for her! Made her dinner… gave her back rubs… picked her up from her junior high.
CUM BUBBLE: I’m sorry to hear tha-wait! What?!?
I was just about to explain that love knows no age limits when his radio went off.
RADIO: Car 54. Please Respond. Report of a ‘Hit and Run’ in your area on 63rd and Montezuma. Victim is male age 68.
I remember that.
MR. MENSTRUAL DRIP: Fuck! Ok, here’s what’s gonna happen. I don’t know what your problem is tonight, but I’m letting you off with a warning if
you go straight home.
I gave him a double thumbs-up and my erection came back, but that was definitely due to the shrooms finally kicking in. I got into the car and watched
Detective Dick Licker walk to his cruiser…. like a little bitch. Motha fucka didn’t know who he was frontin’ and HOLY SHIT THERE’S A FUCKING
DRAGON IN THE ROAD!!!
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Is being retarded not working for you? Come enroll in

B
A
H
E
R
D
R
A
RET

Here at the Retard Analysis for Progressive Education (RAPE), we believe that every
person should have the opportunity to become a competent citizen of society, whether born strong
or with immense defects. The RAPE institute prides itself on its cooperative effort to help individuals overcome obstacles standing in the way of nature’s survival of the fittest. Enroll now for
a discounted fee and gain more than a one-syllabic vocabulary in only six weeks, especially with
RAPE’s guaranteed internship at Taco Bell!
The entire program consists of twelve steps, or as high as the student could count, due
to budget cuts. Classes cover a wide spectrum of normal activities, such as anti-drooling lessons,
mouth-breathing cessation, and courses pertaining to voice control. RAPE proudly upholds the No
Tard Left Behind Policy, in which instructors will work with each retard no matter the extremity
of tarding, so you can go ahead and wipe the drool away! This policy is completely effective due
to the enforcement of strict punishment administered to students not willing to progress, since
they react like a scared puppies and start behaving appropriately. And don’t worry, it’s all legal, since they don’t really know how to explain spankings in big people words anyway. Throughout the twelve lucrative steps, all mongoloids are coerced to cast aside their helmets and walk the streets as
normards without hesitation of physical danger. So come grease your tard training wheels in order to ride the big boy bike of social acceptance!
With our 99% success rate*, you can’t go wrong with RAPE! All over the world, RAPE alumni fit into the social status quo working substantial jobs
bagging groceries and greeting amusement park goers every day! With a very low relapse rate, how could you say nnnuuhhhggghhhg to it?!

i go to scool noow!
*1% of all students simply cannot be helped, in which RAPE classes switch to a more religious base: 54% successfully become priests, due to complete ineptitude. The
remaining 45% of graduates seamlessly enter SDSU as ENS majors.

Groundhog’s Day 2: COLLEGE RAT
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-starring
Richard Cano

We Hated the Millenium...
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He’d have his own show on MTV by now 			

Top 5 Best Things:

2Girls1Cup: If Youtube would grows some balls for once and
let me upload this video without banning my username, this
would be the number one viewed video on the site. The minute that the light from those shit and puke-covered lesbians hit
the film cellophane, beautiful poopy history was made. This
video was so fucking epic and popular that filming yourself
watching the video would also become epic and popular.
Excuse me, but after writing this paragraph I really need to go
jack off.
Barrack Obama: “Ya know what? I just really don’t like black people. Huh? Oh! No.
It’s okay. I’m not racist. I voted for Obama.” Whatever political beliefs you stand by,
you have a black President. So that means racism doesn’t exist anymore. (Unless of
course you’re Asian, Mexican, Jewish, Middle Eastern, Indian, etc.)
The Dark Knight: If you’re not convinced that this was the
greatest movie of the decade then listen here: After I saw this
movie, I rubbed my groin and felt a lump in my scrotum, so I
went to the doctor to check it out. I was terrified I might have
a tumor, but the doctor told me that it wasn’t a tumor… it was
a third testicle… The Dark Knight made me grow a third ball.
God bless you Heath Ledger.
Koala Came to SDSU: … Bitch.
Youporn: A.K.A my homepage. If you thought the
Information Age was gonna be boring and filled with
books, then boy you are one dumb som’ bitch. The greatest gift of the World Wide Web is that pink and black
page where young gentleman of all ages (and I mean
ALL ages) can stream the raunchiest titties and clitties
with a simple click of the “Yes I Am 18” button.
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...and we’re sure you did too! The millenium: a decade looked forward to
ever since Prince started partying like it and Y2K was added in the dictionary. However, it was quickly made clear that the millenium was to be a
retarded time filled with nothing but whiny little bitches and incomprehensible military strategy. Let’s just push it under the mat and forget about it...
Well, I guess there were some things worth noting:

Top 5 Worst Things:
Soulja Boy: Anyone who likes Soulja Boy can lick the saltiest part of my three balls.
9/11: Unless you’re a terrorist. In which case score one for
you.
The year 2005: Name anything good that happened in
2005… Yeah thought so. You touched your first boob?
You’re mom doesn’t count. Plus Myspace Emo Kids were
up your ass more than your uncle’s finger. If I had a quarter
for every highlighted, tight pants wearing, HIM listening mother fucker I saw that
year, I’d have a shit ton of quarters.
Reality Television: I had thought Flava Flav died of AIDS many years ago.
Thanks to VH1, however, my worst fears came true. Flava Flav is not only alive
and well, but giving syphilis to young women. In other words: He’s loose. Now,
I’m pretty sure that the sound under my bed isn’t the Boogieman, but the chomping sounds of Flava devouring his delicious boogie corpse.
Disney Whores: Hilary Duff, Miley
Cyrus, and the Jonas Brothers. The
supple list grows ever more larger. If I
was a pedophile, I’d be masturbating
right now. But I’m not. So I’m gonna
buy a gun instead.
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Fucking
Ridiculous
Party Reviews
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My 21st Birthday at Chuck E. Cheese

Last week, I celebrated my 21st birthday
at Chuck E. Cheese. Overall, from what I can remember about it, the party was fucking wild. I started
out with a 21 shot salute on the foosball table. We
were able to hot box the play structure and got super
ripped. Chuck E. and I did some body shots off the
waitresses and surrounding birthday moms, which
made most of the kids to mimic with soda. It was all
good until a group of my smashed friends tried to
get down with the robotic band and my buddy Mike
got electricuted when he spilled half his beer on one
of them. Moods were lifted, though, when the band
members from V Pop got onstage and started jammin
with the three remaining Chuck E. bandmates. Afterwards, we had a DDR dance-off with some Asian
kids and after they beat us, we kicked their asses for
their tickets and all got slinkies, chinese finger traps
and bouncy balls. Fuckin score. After all our slinkies
and chinese finger traps broke, (FYI: not great toys
when cross-faded), we did keg stands onstage with V
Pop. Unfortunetly, it was around this time when the
manager called the cops and we had to dip... but they
probably are still pulling condoms out of the ball pit.
I give this party 4 out of 5 little kids puking all over
the prize counter.

Annual International Cougar Cruise 12/4/09

After a rough breakup and a lengthy
drinking binge, I found myself stumbling around a
cruise ship headed to Mexico. As luck would have
it, this was the annual International Cougar Cruise
that sails out of San Diego every December. Unfortunately, being only 22 and a chick, my chances
of random sex with a stranger my own age were
dampened by the hordes of horny 40-somethings
roaming the halls. Although, at the port in Ensenada,
a large black woman stuck her finger in my mouth
and told me “she would fuck me up later” with a
wink. Instead, I sterilized my mouth with 10 shots
of tequila and wandered back to the ship where I
came across a half-naked man bleeding from his arm.
Glen was lost, drunk, and bleeding so I took him up
to the bar, but the fucking whores cut us off. So, we
went back to his room and he bought a fifty dollar
bottle of booze from room service. The next thing I
knew, he had stripped off his remaining clothes and
was pleading me to have sex with him. Thank God
his friend called up and wanted us to come chill or
things would have gotten really awkward. However,
Glen wouldn’t put his clothes back on, so I said
fuck it, and, with bottle in hand, we marched: him
completely naked and me in a giant sombrero up to
his friend’s room. The elevator ride was ... interesting

Only your Jewish friends could celebrate				
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with stares and the blatant laughter of other guests
need to drink the night away: beer while we waited,
but Glen seemed not to notice, so I went along with
wine with dinner, toasts of champagne, and couple
it. Upon arrival, we perhaps had the wrong room or
more celebratory shots got us all set and ready to
his friend peeped out the hole to see Glen completely
go. With the toasts and first dances out of the way, it
nude and was not about to open the door since he
was time to hit my flask as well as the dance floor.
didn’t. Our quest unsuccessful, I ditched Glen in the
Not too long after that, I simultaneously realized that
hall and took his bottle. Thank you for the booze my
I can’t dance, but I was too drunk to care. When a
naked friend, I hope you got some pussy. Possibly
crowd gathered around an 8 year old boy trying to
from the large black woman, since I knew she was
breakdance, I figured if he can do it and get applause,
ready to fuck. I give this cruise a ten out of the ten
why can’t I? Well here’s why I can’t: when an 8 year
old ladies who gasped at Glen’s flaccid dick flopping
old spins around on his butt, it’s cute. When a 19 year
around in the elevator.
old rolls and drunkenly fumbles around on the floor
off beat, it’s just sad. So I don’t know exactly how
the night ended,
but come the
next morning, I
found my friend
naked in a pile
of his own shit
and vomit on the
floor of our hotel
bathroom, so I
assume it was a
good time had by
all. 4.5 underage
retards walking
Coochies at Cheetah’s
down the aisle
There are three things in life I’d sacrifice
out of 5.
my left boob for should I be forced to live without:
alcohol, sex, and barely legal teenagers. On the night
of my homegirl’s 18th birthday, I decided to give her
“Good thing
a night she’d never forget. Because she’s just about
you’re up $2000, that’ll be a $1500 bail”
as slutty as I am, I figured a strip club would be the
Because I am from the arctic tundra
most beneficial spot. The girls started pounding shots
as the boys got their manhood ready and we were off
that is Minnesota, there are VERY limited festivito Cheetah’s. Upon entering I was VERY disappointties to partake in. Fortunately, the tanking economy
ed: there were absolutely no cheetahs in site. Instead,
and freezing temperatures work in our favor when
the room was filled with little naked cubs prancing
it comes to the casino. Since the high temperature
around with barely-there A-cups. Excuse me, we did
was a whopping 10 degrees that day, we only had to
not pay $8 to see tits that we’d already been blessed
pay $10 for each hotel room. This allowed for more
with at the ripe age of 12. Fortunately, there was one
money to spend on booze, drugs, and blackjack…
big-breasted bimbo in sight, so we snatched her up
wonderful. Because I have the worst luck on earth,
faster than you can say “daddy issues.” She grabbed
drinking and flirting with old men at the slots became
the b-day girl by the hand and told us she’d get her
my forte. My other friend did not end up with as
started for an easy $20. Alright, perfect. Twenty-minsuccessful of a night. Homeboy likes to get drunk
utes later, Tits McGee attacked us for $100. Umm,
and become a raging dick, so as he sat at the bar
what? Apparently you must be very observant and
pissing off every loaded businessman within a four
assertive when it comes to your money at strip clubs;
stool radius, hotel security started taking notes. After
a task a bunch of drunk girls and horny dudes aren’t
getting into a few fights he stumbled his way back
very good at carrying out. Our unofficial jewness
took hold and we decided to dip, but the adventure
to the room, but passed out three feet from the door.
still got a .5 out of the 2 non-alcoholic (what the
The cops found him, and instead of allowing them to
fuck?) drinks we were required to buy upon arrival.
tuck him into bed, he decided to throw some sloppy
punches, hand them both his fake ID and student ID
(“So tough guy, would you like us to call you Joe,
or Anthony?”), and get arrested. Luckily he was up
$2000 for the night so he could cover his $1500 bail,
but we decided to leave his ass in jail for the night
and let his family take care of him later. Thank god
we did, since it took him until 10pm the next day to
blow zeroes and thus get released from Bum-FuckEgypt. Everyone else had a bitchin’ time though, so
the night got a well deserved 10 out of the 15 people
that blacked out mere inches from dumbass’s arrest.

An Underage Wedding Reception

A few weeks ago, I witnessed the end of
a close friend’s life as he tied the knot at the tender
age of 19. Normally, weddings are events to look
forward to, with lots of drinking, dancing, and good
old fashion fun. However, this was a bit of a tragic
event; it was sad seeing a close friend throw so much
youth and opportunity away all out of fear of premarital sex. So naturally, a few friends and I felt the
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Got something interesting on your dick over the break? Are you already failing your Comm class due to fantasy overload concerning the
new big breasted T.A.? Do you want to smash a frying pan over your goddamn roommate that didn’t wash one fucking dish all last semester? Well,
friends, in case you forgot, there is a magical place to articulate just how much fucking spooge you want to blast in your bangin’ neighbor’s face:
www.sdsu.koalahq.com. On another note, all Koala personals are final, bitches. No amount of groveling will erase the shit you posted concerning
the beezy you fucked the night you fucked someone else and took the iPod she gave you to sell it in order to get away from all the herps she threw at
you, even though now she sucks your dick again and you apparently claim the entire statement to be untrue. It was most definitely true at one time.
Again: www.sdsu.koalahq.com
to the two girls in my history 101 class... i understand that you are
excited to let your mouths have a three hour break from sucking dick
but why not use that time to quietly rest your mouth instead of talking
all fucking class. shut. the. fuck. up.
to the stupid group of asians, pacific islanders.. whatever the fuck you
guys claim yourselves to be..
Stop sitting along the damn wall in east commons like you’re still in
fucking high school. take off your stupid stussy hats with matching
shoes and let other people have a seat.
sincerely,
another asian
Dear Morning Omelets Maker,
you are so fucking sexy and I want you to bang me and make omelets
at the same time. you can cheese in my ass and make an omelet du
fromage. ;)
Sincerely,
the guy who stares at your junk and loves omelets
justin from t1
you’re a complete tool and i hope you take it up the pooper. please do
us a favor and wear something other than muscles shirts, you have no
muscles
-the girls that don’t want to fuck you (yes there are a lot of us)
dear people who think that we need a new student union:
seriously what the fuck is wrong with the one we have now? we are
getting classes cut and teachers are losing jobs and you fuckholes
are basically bitching that it looks ugly and you have to use stairs. so
they’re pouring millions of dollars into this project so your dumpy
fatasses can stay on level ground. go choke on a big mac and die,
shitbreaths.

To the gay fuck across the hall,
You have got to stop it with the 8 hour jackoff sessions, you honestly
creep me the fuck out! I am afraid to cum back to the house after
class, and who knows what you may try to do to me in my sleep. Just
hide your Vaseline and tissues, keep that shit to yourself and your
boyfriend...God Damn!
Dear Koala,
Stop being so shitty and make it funny again like it used to be.
-SDSU
Why do everyone who submit a personal have bad grammer? LEARN
TO FUCKING SPEAK ENGLISH. Rediculous.
Just incase you didn’t know the fucking SDSU women’s soccer
team just won conference and went to NCAA! And who are you to talk
all you do is drink, drugs, and occasionally rape girls; sorry your so
jealous of athletes who are actually doing something with their lives.
Dear creepy stalker dude in chem 200,
Stop fucking following me everywhere i go, it is no coincidence that
you too like to shop in the female section of the SDSU bookstore. I told
you i have a boyfriend so quit texting me at 3 in the damn morning you
fuck-faced cum sucking creeper. I don’t care if you think im cute and i
don’t give a flying fuck--or drowning for that matter-- if you have a GF
but get “tempted to cheat” cause she don’t live here. Get a life and a
bigger cock. So glad the semesters over. Yours Truly, the fine ass-bitch
you will never score

~A very horny chick at Zura Hall~
My ass has been bleeding for two weeks now. I think the CSU
system has finally done permanent damage. The least they could do
is take a portion of the thousands of $$ I’ve given them and buy me a
wheelchair.
- J. Stewart
Dear sdsu police department,
the weed was in the top right corner of my closet.
To Leizl - You’re too poor and stupid to attend college to compensate
for your lack of ability to function on your own in this world, you now
have a bastard child, an ugly bald “husband” and no job (because you
can’t do anything but work at the mall). How can you be proud of your
life, you stupid little slut?
Dear Sam Wurth,
Your dick is delicious. Tastes a lot like pineapples.
Sincerely,
That girl from a few weeks ago
dear jess,
you are a selfish ugly drugged out bitch and a whore i hope you get
stds. you should consider yourself lucky for ever getting to come down
to state and hang out with any of my friends. next time stay up north
where ever you’re from and spare everyone the drama. okay?
thanks

Dear Greek Life,
No one gives a shit... so keep paying for your worthless titles and fake
fucked up friends. Your dress up clothes with your queer purple ties
just make it easier for us to identify you cunts so we can gouge your
eyes out and skull fuck you. Your a fucking shame and embarrassing
yourselves... we all know it, even you.
Please drink and drive fast,
Skullfucker

To the Olmeca Floor 2 RA, SEEMA: You are a bitch and nobody likes
you. Whoever wrote on your whiteboard saying that deserves kudos.
Oh, and quit yelling at everyone for being “loud”. It’s NOT a big deal,
get over your fat vagina self. Thanks.

Dyok,
stop with these rain dear games
plzzz take off my stockings and let me suck on your candy cane. i just
wanna gargle your gum-drops. i want you to slide down my chimney
all night long. ive been a naughty girl;)
in case you dont understand where im goin with this ... I WANT YOU
MORE THAN A PREIST WANTS THE JONAS BROTHERS

To the hot softball girl in my Precal 141 class. I stare at you all the time
wanting to fuck your sweet tiny pussy. I want to cum inside your ass
sooo bad and bite on your nipples. Man what I would do if i had you.
-Indian guy who doesnt give a fuck what Fuentes says.

Im going to rob a bank.
If I get away, I can afford SDSU books and tuition.
If I don’t I will get a free degree in Jail.
Fuck it, I’ll prolly even get released super early.
Fuck Budget CUTS

To the indian guy passing out the Koala: You said if I take the Koala it
would help me get laid. I hope that was an offer. ;)
-From: Sexy bitch.

to the depressed kid,
i’m sorry you’re depressed and all but you should probably go back
on your medication and see a therapist because asking for attention is
better than killing yourself, besides what do you think all those sorority
bitches and frat-nasties are doing anyway? BEGGING for attention
that’s what. so go out and get yoself some help!

Me and my roommate have roommate-breakfast, take roommate-naps,
and in the middle of the night... we take roommate-showers.
Yay for Olmeca 3 !!

Dear White Women (Mostly Blondes)
I would like to take this time to say I LOVE your gorgeous, pink
nipples. Your breasts are like two canvases upon which the genius of
God herself may flourish. They are like two watermelon jolly ranchers
that my mouth longs for. Amazing.
Sincerely,
Black Guy Who Loves Pink Nips (And White Girls)
To Aileen the legal midget,
shut the fuck up! your voice is so fucking annoying and it drives everyone crazy. you are a drunk mess spitting in everyone’s faces and falling
in your own piss at KA. no one wants to “ride the midget”
Love,
Your favorite greek girl
Hey Koala gang!
Yall fucking rock! But dudes and dudettes, yall need to come on over
to the West Commons. Once I heard yall were handing out copies at the
Freedom of Speech steps, I had to haul my ass on over there from the
atheletic center dudes. That’s a long freakin run! But yall are freakin
worth it!

To DZ I have a video of the guys pissing on your front door. Look for it
on DGD If I can ever figure how to fucking post the damn thing.

Greek System,
We get paid to play,
you pay extra to have friends.
The Athletes
Dear Lacey,
Please stop fucking posting your every fucking mood and your every
fucking problem on your facebook status! That’s why we have Twitter
you dip shit! No one really cares if your depressed you attention
craving bitch!
Sincerely,
Super Annoyed

My 5 roommates and I had a no homo hairiest asshole competition
yesterday and I won....god damn it. Good thing I get more pussy then
all of them combined.
-A proud anal Samson

To the fucking skanky ass STD ridden bitch who is claiming to be the
Caged Lioness:
FUCK YOU you motherfucking bitch. I can’t fucking believe you
thought you were going to get away with this shit. How dare you. You
have the fucking audacity to lie to Eric like that? You didn’t think word
wouldn’t get back to me? I did this to have a little fun with Eric, but it
took a new fucking twist when I found out some skank is taking credit
for my work. Get your own nickname bitch. And Eric, for the love of
Bob I hope you didn’t fuck this bitch.
~The REAL, HBIC, Caged Lioness~

Dear SDSU Baseball player B. Deck #2,
You are a fuckin tool!!!! you think you’re the shit, but you’re not. Even
your fuckin teammates think you’re a d-bag. the only thing you’re
good for is the sex and even its not that great.
P.S. im gonna break your throwing arm one day.
love,
the girl who sucks yo dick

To Eric Mack:
I’ve been watching you at the residence hall. And I want to make
your greatest fantasies come true and do whatever pleases you in the
bedroom. Everytime I see you, I yearn for the day to please your every
waking whim. If I could have just one night with you, you’d be a new
man in the morning. Choke me, chain me, whip me....baby I’ll do
anything.

Dear Eliot Hamilton
Thanks for waisting my night with your small dick. Oh and your a
fucking asshole.

richard cano, everytime i read your articles in the koala i get a little
wet. i saw you at standup last year. i want you. inside me. yours trulyhorny koala admirer (Nice try Ben Swift - Douche)
what kind of bees make milk?
Boobees
Hey koala. I’m at a koala party. Right now.. And I must say, praise the
big titties Latin girl who showed up that white d bag. Fuck yo couch
nigguh
Dear the koala editor,
I know I’m just drunk, but u totally gave me the look. Ur hot and I
would lift the long skirt u were wearing tonight and fuck the shittt out
of u! Props yo the koala for being run by a hottie
People who dont understand how to use self checkout machines at
anywhere,
Does your brain just explode at the thought of using technology
quickly? I had to wait 20 minutes for 4 people to finish using them and
all i wanted was a loaf of bread.
Fuck old people.
ay sdsu police.. fuck you with an aids dick everyone of you fake ass
cops! stop taking your job so serious youre campus security guards.
And wut up officer tucker you corrupt faggot and Alvarez you dyke ass
bitch. Suck a dick
phi krap boys have small slithering garden snake dicks.
- sad one night stand
Adventurous young couple looking for a PETITE (anorexic would be
ideal), attractive red head for a wild threesome; Respond if interested,
will provide the liquid courage or herb if you so desire. College
students only
Suzi JacuzziEverytime you walk by, I can’t help but think to myself-DAMN yous
a sexy bitch!

